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„Kilchen ist uff dem Radthus“? Conflicting Views of Magistrate
and Ministry in Early Reformation Basel

The textbook treatment of Reformed church polity typically contrasts the state church of
Zurich, in which the Christian magistrate took full responsibility for the church, with the
autonomous church of Geneva, where the Company of Pastors and the Consistory, not the
magistrate, had the ultimate authority in church affairs. In reality, of course, this dichotomy
is too simplistic, for the two city churches were not as distinct in practice as they appear in
theory. Zurich’s clergy had considerable autonomy within the institution of the semi-annual
synod, while the presidency of a syndic and the presence of Council members on the
Consistory meant that secular and ecclesiastical responsibility in Geneva were both
institutionally and personally linked. Nevertheless the dichotomy points to an important
difference in the relationship between clergy and civil authority that was a potential source
of conflict as the Reformed tradition took root beyond the borders of present-day
Switzerland.1
The relationship between church and civil authority in Basel has always been described
in general as following the Zurich model. Ulrich Zwingli’s close identification of the
Christian church and the civil community meant that the magistrate had ultimate authority
over the church and its ministers, but Zurich’s pastors claimed the right to proclaim God’s
word without restriction. As those who interpreted and applied that word to their hearers, the
ministers had a prophetic function. In the wake of the disaster at Kappel, Zurich’s magistrate
tried to limit the preacher’s right to discuss incendiary issues from the pulpit, but Bullinger
successfully defended the right of the pastors to confront sin on the basis of God’s word.2
Basel’s pastors shared this same understanding of the preaching office as teaching and
admonishing on the basis of God’s word. The Reformation Ordinance of 1529, which served
as the constitution of Basel’s reformed church, authorized them to proclaim God’s word
„purely, plainly and clearly, to the honor of God and the planting of brotherly love“, and to
condemn those sins that hindered true worship.3
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